Brunswick Attractions

MARY ROSS WATERFRONT PARK
This scenic Brunswick location features the Mary Ross Waterfront Park, including a view of the Memorial Bridge into the city. The site is also a popular venue for musical performances during the summer months. (Exit 29, 1530 Newcastle Street, 912-262-6934, maryrosswaterfrontpark.com)

SIGNATURE SQUARES
Downtown Brunswick is filled with Signature Squares. There are 14 of these squares, each one with a unique name and story. The site is to enhance the beauty of Brunswick's historic downtown area. (1229 Newcastle Street, 912-265-4032)

OLD CITY HALL
Originally built in 1889 and restored in 2004, Old City Hall in Brunswick is a must-see historic site for visitors of all ages. Currently home to theatre performances and a variety of other functions. (1801 Nassau Street, 912-265-4032)

SYDNEY LANNER BRIDGE
Georgia's oldest suspension bridge spans from Brunswick to Jekyll Island. This bridge is an acrylic rendering of the original bridge design. (Exit 29, 1530 Newcastle Street, 912-262-6934, jekyllislandarts.org)

THE RITZ THEATRE
Currently home to theatre performances in downtown Brunswick. (1229 Newcastle Street, 912-265-4032)

DINING
1. The Farmer & The Larder
2. Tipsy McSway's
3. The Farmer & The Larder
4. Waterhill Bed & Breakfast
5. Brunswick Manor
6. Brunswick Manor
7. Jekyll Island Causeway
8. Brunswick Manor
9. Brunswick Manor
10. Brunswick Manor

HOTELS
1. Brunswick Manor
2. Brunswick Manor
3. Brunswick Manor
4. Brunswick Manor
5. Brunswick Manor
6. Brunswick Manor
7. Brunswick Manor
8. Brunswick Manor
9. Brunswick Manor
10. Brunswick Manor

A Note on Maps:
- Areas marked in green represent parks.
- Areas marked with stars represent attractions.
- Areas marked with green squares represent signature squares.